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48 Hours Shanghai Quick-View Tour with Airport Transfers 

48 Hours Shanghai Quick View Tour with Airport Transfers. Find out the modern

face of China in Shanghai within 2 days.

 

 
HignLights 
48 Hours Shanghai Quick View Tour with Airport Transfers. Stroll on Huangpu

River Bund and view modern constructions at Shanghai

Visit Shanghai Museum to experience the changes of history

 

Itinerary
Day 01        Arrive in Shanghai

Activities: Pick-up from Shanghai airport and transfer to hotel for check-in.

Service starts from your arrival at the airport. International/Domestic

flight/train arrangement is on your own. Then we will visit the waterfront

bund.

The Bund is the classic image of Shanghai and the city's main attraction.

Sweeping along the western side of the Huangpu river, the majestic buildings

date back to Shanghai's grandest days. Many banks and financial companies

built impressive offices here in the early 20th century when Shanghai was the

financial capital of Asia. The city side of The Bund is packed with classic

architecture. Buildings to look out for include, the old Hong Kong and

Shanghai Bank, the Customs House and its landmark clock, the Bank of China

and the Peace Hotel.

Hotel: Lexington Plaza Mingde Shanghai

Meals: 

 
Day 02        Depart from Shanghai
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Activities: Yuyuan Garden, a traditional Chinese park decorated by beautiful

pavilions, miniature lakes, bridges and rock formations. Yuyuan Garden is not

only a famous classical garden in South China, but also a major historic and

cultural site under state protection.

Then walk around the Shanghai Old Street gathering all the 360 trades of

China, it once gathered a group of pawnshops, private banks, gold shops,

silverware shops, wine shops, teahouses, theatres and hongs. Meanwhile, it is

a passageway for the flowing passengers joining the Shilipu, the Town God

Temple and the Yu Garden area.

Then we'll go to visit the hightest building in China today, Jinmao Tower,

where you may take a bird's eye view of Shanghai. End of the tour. Service

ends at your departure from Shanghai airport. Your local guide will say

goodbye to you after transferring you to the airport. International/Domestic

flight/train arrangement is on your own.

Hotel: 

Meals: lunch

 

Price & Policy
Price Includes:

 Hotel accommodation in twin shared room with daily breakfast.

Meals as specified in the itinerary (B=Breakfast L=Lunch D=Dinner).

Private car/coach for transfers service and sightseeing program as

indicated in the itinerary.

Local English-speaking tour guide for transfers and sightseeing program as

indicated in each city.

Entrance fees to scenic spots as indicated in the itinerary.

Service charge and government Taxes.

 
Price Excludes:

Entry or exit China international airfare or train tickets.

Domestic airfare or train tickets.

Hotel room/cruise cabin single supplement.

Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, fax, telephone call, optional

activities, etc.

Gratuities to the tour guide, driver and hotel bellboy.

Fees for entry visa to China.

Traveler insurance.

Services not mentioned in the itinerary.
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